Beltrami
has shown f that surfaces of constant curvature can be built upon the plane in such a manner that the geodetic lines shall go over into straight lines, and that this result is true for no other surface.
He considered this as the simplest case of building one surface upon another in such a manner that the geodetic lines of one surface shall go over into the geodetic lines of the other. The general question was later solved by Dini. \ It is an immediate consequence of Beltrami's memoirs that surfaces of constant curvature are the only surfaces that can be built conformally upon the plane in such a manner that the geodetic lines shall go over into straight lines or arcs of circles. § This latter fact suggests a generalization of Beltrami's problem different from the one which he had in mind, i. e., to so build a surface conformally upon the plane in such a manner that the geodetic lines shall go over into algebraic curves.
It is proposed to consider that question. §1-We consider a doubly infinite system of algebraic curves in the plane :
(1) F3(x, y) + AF2(x, y) + BFx(x, y) = 0 , where A and B are the parameters of the system. We think of the surface as given by _ «i-Hf*'") (¿ = 1,2,3), where p and v are rectangular surface coordinates, i. e., such that the systems of curves p = const., v = const., intersect orthogonally. Let the relation between the surface and the plane be given by
Then we write f(p, v) for Fftyx, ^jr2) and equation (1) becomes
and from this we find : (3) and (4) we obtain dp dv (5
We write ¥< n., = -11 dp
Jl J2 Ji dfi.
__ *f_l dp?
Making use of these abbreviations, substituting for f! and f" their values, and expanding in terms of the first row, we have from equation (5) [April dp3 + dp2dv + dp-dv2 + 2 dv?+2 dp?dv + dpdv2 + dpd2v dvd2p., with corresponding expressions for 0(13) , 0(12) . Adding like terms, we have for terms in dp3:
+ fî{rltV) dp?,
And we easily see that we have like determinants for the coefficients of the other terms. Indeed if we write [11] for the coefficient of dp?, our differential equation is :
where A is the determinant \fn2Xn32\ • For shortness we write equation (7) in the form : (8) axdp3 + aßt? + a2dp2dv + aßpdv1 + ab(dpd2v -dvd2p) = 0 . §2-
The geodetic lines of our surface are given by the differential equation :
ïG-dp\d^-sB lhd* +lBlp-*GTp\d»dp
we are to compare this with equation (8). This comparison gives the following system of partial differential equations :
i6^-*"*' ïETv=-Xa^ EG = Xas-From this system we eliminate X by means of the last equation and obtain : dp ¿ dp a dv ¿ dv a* 5 " "' w5
i2Gd-^=EGa-4, \Ed4=-EGa-±. ¿dp as A dv a5
From these we have : 1 d log G Ad log E_a2d p 2 dp. a5
5 log E axG 6-~dfr =*-¿afE" s 4. ^^«2-* --¿/> a6 G Integrating 1 and 2 we have :
1. log G -\ log E= log 7^, + log Vx,
I -ííju.
"5 and 7^2 = eJ "5 ; <7, is a function of -u only and F, of v only. Then (13) gives
2. V_F_XUŜ quaring each of these equations and multiplying it by the other we find
2. G= U\V\F\F2K
From these last two equations we have the following values :
1. ~=U\V^F-iF-(16) 2 S_iogfG_^dUl a1_2d\ogF2 > dp. ~s Ux dp + 3 a5 3 dp dJogE_2l^dVx a, "dlogF, dp = * Vx dv ^,+3 dv ' [April We substitute these values in equations (3) and (4) The integrals of these are :
2
where and U2 and F¡ are functions of p only and of v only respectively» These equations are sufficient to say whether or not a solution exists and to find such solutions if they do exist.
It is proposed to illustrate this by an example (pp. 156-159) before going farther with the general theory.
Example.
We take^ =f3(v), a function of v only ; also flKp,v) = p"vm, f(p,v) = p*vf>.
Then after some calculation we find the following values :
From these we find :
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Then we have : dp Jj^«JV + l)^-log/*«+*,
Introducing these values into (19) we have :
UM aJ-2J
2. Fr* Ü? = 2^*"+1V-K"+»-,>^(i;) U2.
This requires either It remains then to see if f3(v) can be determined algebraically. Since equation (24) is (23) with its right hand number put equal to zero we can consider them together.
We put
After some reduction equations (23) and (24) these give :
where p and q are constant. In regard to the other integral :
it appears that in order to keep the exponents rational and the coefficients real it is necessary to take c = 0 .
Then we find finally :
where K is constant, and the curve is given by the equation :
To revert to the general theory, we may say that if a solution exists, the right hand member of equation 1 of (19) Since we desire a conformai representation we shall take ■fi = t^t ti ■» v • But it is plain that by such a choice certain conditions are imposed by equations (19) and we proceed to consider those conditions. §3.
Calculation of V2 and U2.
If we represent the right hand members (19) by R and S respectively, then we must have :
1. RS=1,
TÏr-0-dpov
From the second of these we find :
(28) tl*-tl*+ "•*<£+**-:
v ' A dv a5 A dp a5 dp,ov If we represent the right hand members of (29) and (30) by A, and A2 respectively, then equations (19) and in like manner from (30) we find 2-2-^A =-2^i.
«5 2 «5
Hence we have the system : \\ = 1.
(32) ^ + 2AAi = 2«A, »_2-^A = -2^. dp a5 2 a5
These are the necessary, and, as is easily seen, sufficient conditions to impose wponf. (p,, v) in order that a solution may exist for the rectangular coordinate system (p, v). §5-We consider next a somewhat general solution of our problem. We have s written J>" = 10^' /Í*-1**.
We consider one case where these integrals actually yield logarithms, i. e., dajdp. = \a2 and dajdv = aa3.
To simplify the expressions for a{ we divide equation
(2) through hy f2(p, v) and then consider f3' = l, f2 =f2lf3 , f3 "ffA amounts to putting/^ = 1 in our formulas. We find :
[April This sf2 ¿y2 dp. dp2 ¿A Vf3 dp. dp2 df Vf dv dv2 *A S% sf Vf dp. dpdv *A If dp dpdv
dv dp.2 dv dv2 «3 = 2 a. = ¥2 dA dp. dv 3f SA dp. dv dv dpdv A vj\ dv dpdv + ¿A A dp. dv2
s A Vf dp, dv2
The case to be considered is found by taking d2fjdp.dv = 0 and d2fjdp.dv = 0 , that is,/2 = <$>x(p) + <f>2(v) and/3 = >¡rx(p) + tyf?) . Then we shall have : Here the f. of p, and of v are any algebraic functions whatever.
As mentioned above we find a solution for case (b) by interchanging p and v in (43). §6-Conditions for the equality of E and G.
The work thus far is for F = 0 , i. e., p and v are rectangular surface coordinates.
It remains to consider the case E = G. From our system of partial differential equations (10) we find that ax must be equal to a3 and a2 to ai.
It remains to consider the system of equations (32) which were the necessary and sufficient conditions to impose on they^, v). First we consider the values of F3 and Fi.
We recall that F3=j-^Fx~2dp., Fi=j^F22dv, log Fx=f^dv, kg*,-/Ä*.
Hence also
We have then d2!A = h.F dFi = ^F dp ~ a *' dv ~~ a 2
F3^f-^Fx-2dp=f-^Fx-2dp = f-Fx-3^dv = lFx-)
Hence the right hand members of (29) and (30) We consider the first of equations (3) Hence A, = 1 and A2 = 1. Then the other two equations of (32) are satisfied and we may conclude that (44) dp a dv a are the necessary and sufficient conditions that E = G. The next question will be the study of these surfaces, their existence and properties.
In particular I have already finished part of the work for the curve y2 = ax3 + bx2 + ex + d , i. e., for surfaces whose geodetic lines go into cubics upon the plane by a conformai transformation.
The straight line and circle lead to the surfaces of constant curvature with their interesting properties.
Here is a much wider and more interesting field.
Göttingen,
November 3, 1900.
